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5A Entrepreneurs     

    

Reading (p .  46-47)    

an entrepreneur  owner or manager of a business enterprise  Bill Gates is a very successful entrepreneur. UnternehmerIn  

a vineyard ground cultivated with grapevines There’s quite a big vineyard on Halbinsel Au. Rebberg 

frugality (n.) when you don’t need and spend much 
  Sparsamkeit, Genügsamkeit 

long haul  long distance over which sth. is transported I hate flying long haul. lange Distanz 

to row to propel a boat with oars Rowing a boat is exhausting. rudern 

aptitude (n.) talent He has an aptitude for business. Talent 

dourness (n.) obstinacy Donkeys are famous for their dourness. Sturheit 

penny-pinching  giving or spending money grudgingly Scots are famous for penny-pinching. Geiz 

to permeate to spread or flow throughout His penny.-pinching permeates Ikea. durchdringen, sich ausbreiten 

initials the first letters of a name Ingvar Kamprad’s initials are I. K.  Initialen 

in bulk big amounts of sth. If you buy goods in bulk, you can sell them 
much cheaper. en gros 

to acquire to buy She acquired a new company after she had sold 
her old one. kaufen, akquirieren 

to turn out here: to produce Kamprad turned out furniture, e.g. the famous 
Billy-shelves 

hier: produzieren 

to undercut to offer sth. at a lower price Ikea undercuts most other furniture shops. unterbieten 

to reassure sb.  to restore confidence He reassured me that the prices would stay 
cheap. 

versichern, beruhigen 

to tinker with to play or meddle with He loves tinkering with old cars. herumbasteln an 

bulky (adj.) of large size for its weight The bulky goods we bought were difficult to 
transport. 

sperrig, massig 
 



to hit upon sth. to find sth. (out) by accident When we saw the elderly lady with her dog, 
we hit upon the idea for our dog-food-advert. 

auf etwas stossen 

functionality (n.) the quality of being functional The functionality of its furniture is the secret of 
Ikea. Funktionalität 

to pass down from generation to generation to hand from one generation to the other This necklace was passed down from my 
grandmother to my mother. weitergeben, vererben 

transient (adj.) temporary, passing I’m glad that his love for punk music was 
transient. 

vorübergehend, vergänglich 

disposable (adj.) designed so you can throw it away Pampers are disposable nappies. Wegwerf- 

to hand out to distribute   The teacher handed out the tests. austeilen, verteilen 

to ensure to make sure The victory ensured his happiness. sichern, sicherstellen, garantieren 

5B A New Business    

p .  48-49    

to set up in business to start a business somewhere A new invention isn’t enough to set up in 
business. 

sich geschäftlich niederlassen 

to market sth. to sell sth. with a strategy Professionals know how to market a product. vermarkten 

to put sth. together to construct, create You have to put together a business plan. zusammenstellen, -fügen 

to set out one’s goals to lay out your plans and aims In your application you have to set out the 
goals for your career. 

Ziele darlegen 

a target a desired goal What’s the target market for your product? Ziel 

to secure to guard from danger or risk of loss Secure your financial backing by finding 
investors. 

sichern 

to pitch an idea to sb. to make sb. interested in your idea She pitched her business ideas to the investors 
and was successful. eine Idee anpreisen 

to obtain to get, to achieve He obtained a good result in the test. bekommen, erlangen 

return (n.) here: the money you get after an investment Invest your money and you will get a good 
return. Ertrag 

to strike a deal with sb. (struck, struck) to reach an agreement on a negotiation We soon struck a deal with the investors. mit jm. eine Vereinbarung treffen 

equity (n.) the market value of a company   hier: Aktienkapital 

to source to obtain from another business They sourced the material from China. beziehen 



a supplier 
 

sb. who provides you with what you need Some Swiss companies are suppliers of 
weapons used in wars. 

Lieferant, Anbieter 

a brand a trademark Nike is a brand every Swiss teenager knows. Marke(nname) 

to differentiate from to see or show the difference between  How can you differentiate a Swiss product 
from a Chinese product? 

unterscheiden von 

a competitor a rival The Swiss and the Austrian skiers are 
competitors. Konkurrent 

to devote sth.  to to dedicate sth. He devoted all his energy to the Snowbone. widmen 

a panel a group of experts There’s a panel who judges the performance of 
the contestants. Gremium, Kommission 

to be familiar with to know Are you familiar with this machine? vertraut sein mit, gewohnt sein an 

to take to sth. to like sth., to be interested in sth. She took to the idea of living abroad. Gefallen finden an etwas 

a setback a change from better to worse The bad mark was a real setback. Rückschlag 

 
5C Women’s Work?    

Reading (p .  50-51)    

marital (adj.) relating to marriage What’s your marital status? Ehe-, Zivil- 

honeymoon (n.) holiday after wedding They went to Hawaii for their honeymoon. Flitterwochen 

to scrub to rub hard in order to clean He scrubbed the bathroom till it was shiny. schrubben 

blushing bride     sittsame Braut 

ardent (adj.) passionate She’s an ardent feminist who fights for women’s 
rights. leidenschaftlich, feurig 

weird (adj.) strange, odd He’s weird, not at all normal. seltsam 

to mark out set boundaries to show that it is your territory The company marked out the territory for the 
new factory. 

abgrenzen, abstecken 

to tie the knot to get married They tied the knot in Grossmünster. den Bund fürs Leben schliessen, heiraten 

labour (n.) work He isn’t well-paid for his labour. Arbeit, Anstrengung 

bizarre (adj.) strange What a bizarre painting! seltsam, bizarr 



to regress into sth. to return to a previous state Men in their fifties sometimes regress into 
teenagers. 

sich zurückentwickeln 

archetypal (adj.) being a prototype; original Eve is the archetypal woman. archetypisch 

to contemplate sth. to consider carefully He contemplated the pros and cons. sich Gedanken machen über 

to get hitched (coll.) to get married  heiraten (umgansgssprachlich) 

laundry (n.) clothes that have to be washed I have to do my laundry on Saturdays. (Schmutz)wäsche 

to be at pains to do sth. to try very hard to do sth. I was at pains to explain my goals. sich sehr bemühen etwas zu tun 

prior to (prep.) before Prior to my wedding I asked my husband about 
his abilities as a houseman. 

vor 

to refrain from not to do sth. you usually do Please, refrain from smoking in here. verzichten auf 

evenly (adv.) with a calm voice ‘No,’ he replied evenly. monoton 

to go from bad to worse to become worse Things went from bad to worse sich weiter verschlechtern 

to grumble to mutter discontentedly He grumbled sth. I couldn’t understand. murren, brummeln 

to be littered with to be full of 
The book is littered with a lot of information 
about the relationship between men and 
women. 

übersät sein von 

tiresome (adj.) causing fatigue or boredom Repeating the same instructions over and over 
again can be very tiresome. ermüdend, lästig 

to mow the lawn to cut the grass I mowed the lawn of my grandfather. den Rasen mähen 

the seven-year itch problems after seven years of marriage 
 

  das verflixte siebte Jahr 

to be in a state of flux to be changing Marriage is in a state of flux. im Wandel begriffen sein 

to be in tune with to respect and live with We’re not in tune with nature anymore. im Einkang sein mit 



 

 

a mismatch sth. that doesn’t fit There’s a mismatch between what women do 
in the house and what men do. 

Diskrepanz 

5D Sexual Discr iminat ion    

p. 52-53    

a butcher   You buy meat at the butcher’s. Metzger 

manpower (n.) power in terms of the workers available for a 
certain task 

There hasn’t been an increase in manpower in 
our company for a few years, but work has 
become more and more. 

Arbeitskräfte 

a blaze a destructive fire The firemen fought the blaze in vain. Feuersbrunst 

undermanned (adj.) not enough workers The company is seriously undermanned. unterbesetzt 

on grounds of (prep.) because of It is discriminating not to employ sb. on 
grounds of gender. 

wegen, aus Gründen der/des ... 

dismissal (n.) discharge from employment Her dismissal caused a scandal. Entlassung 

to handle to deal with I can handle this crisis. I don’t need your help. mit etwas fertig werden; auf die Reihe kriegen 

Vocabulary    

p. 55    

avid (adj.) very keen I’m an avid reader. begierg 

blatantly (adv.) without scruples He blatantly lied to me. offensichtlich, unverhohlen 

impoverished (adj.) poverty-stricken The neighbourhood is impoverished. verarmt 

maternity leave (n.)  a period of paid absence from work after birth  Maternity leave in Switzerland usually means 
three months of paid absence from work. 

Mutterschaftsurlaub 

to be on cloud nine to be in love  auf Wolke sieben schweben 

to reap to harvest;  to get a (financial) reward   He reaped all the profit himself. ernten, einheimsen 

to temp (coll.) to work with a firm temporarily Since I couldn’t find a job, I had to temp to earn 
a living jobben (umgangsprachlich) 

toing and froing (n.) the state of not being able to decide definitely The toing and froing got on my nerves Hin und Her 
 


